
250 Essential North Dakota CDL Practice Test
Questions for Success
Are you preparing for the North Dakota CDL exam? If so, you're in luck!
We've compiled 250 essential practice test questions to help you ace the
exam and earn your commercial driver's license.
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These questions cover all sections of the CDL exam, including general
knowledge, air brakes, combination vehicles, and more. By taking this
practice test, you can identify your strengths and weaknesses and focus
your studies accordingly.

General Knowledge Questions

1. What is the minimum age to obtain a CDL in North Dakota?

2. What is the maximum weight limit for a single vehicle without a CDL?
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3. What are the three main classes of CDLs?

4. What is the difference between a CDL and a CLP?

5. What are the penalties for driving without a CDL?

Air Brake Questions

6. What are the three types of air brake systems?

7. How does an air brake system work?

8. What are the signs of a malfunctioning air brake system?

9. What should you do if your air brakes fail?

10. How often should you inspect your air brake system?

Combination Vehicle Questions

11. What is the difference between a semi-trailer and a full trailer?

12. What are the different types of hitches used on combination vehicles?

13. How do you calculate the overall length of a combination vehicle?

14. What are the special rules for driving combination vehicles?

15. What are the dangers of driving combination vehicles?

Hazardous Materials Questions

16. What is the definition of a hazardous material?

17. What are the different classes of hazardous materials?

18. What are the special requirements for transporting hazardous
materials?



19. What should you do if you are involved in an accident involving
hazardous materials?

20. Where can you find information on hazardous materials?

Tanker Vehicle Questions

21. What is the definition of a tanker vehicle?

22. What are the different types of tanker vehicles?

23. What are the special requirements for transporting liquids in tanker
vehicles?

24. What are the dangers of driving tanker vehicles?

25. What should you do if you are involved in an accident involving a
tanker vehicle?

Passenger Transport Questions

26. What is the definition of a passenger transport vehicle?

27. What are the different types of passenger transport vehicles?

28. What are the special requirements for transporting passengers?

29. What are the dangers of driving passenger transport vehicles?

30. What should you do if you are involved in an accident involving a
passenger transport vehicle?

School Bus Questions

31. What is the definition of a school bus?

32. What are the different types of school buses?



33. What are the special requirements for driving school buses?

34. What are the dangers of driving school buses?

35. What should you do if you are involved in an accident involving a
school bus?

By taking this practice test, you can identify your strengths and
weaknesses and focus your studies accordingly. We recommend that you
take the test multiple times to ensure that you are fully prepared for the
actual exam.

Good luck on your CDL exam! We hope that these practice test questions
help you achieve your goals.
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Ceoe Test Practice Questions Exam Review For
The Certification Examinations For
The Ceoe exam is a certification exam for the Certified Energy
Optimization Engineer (Ceoe) credential. The Ceoe credential is offered
by the Association of Energy...

Spot the Difference Mazes, Math Mazes, Word
Puzzles, and Find the Shadow Matching: A
Journey of Cognitive Development
Puzzle-solving activities have become integral to education and
entertainment, captivating individuals of all ages. Among the numerous
puzzle types, Spot the...
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